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Give players a chance to warm up to the pleasant heat of Burning Stars 3™ 
and see if they can stay cool in the bonus round�

Burning Stars 3™ is a 9-reel slot that offers a perfect blend of classic theme 
with fruity symbols, lucky 7’s, and Wilds, with the innovative mechanics of Hold 
the Jackpot – a bonus feature that delights players all around the world�

Every time 3 Bonus symbols hit the reels players can collect more and more 
burning stars in order to get bigger Jackpots up to x2187 their stake� With 3 
initial re-spins, which reset every time a new star lands, the temperature is 
always high!

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features: Hold the Jackpot Bonus, Wild, Gamble Feature, 
Buy Feature

Reels:

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Currencies:

Markets:

Burning Stars 3™

Slot Games

96�15%
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Hold the Jackpot Bonus adds a great dynamic fun-factor to the reels and can lead to some impressive wins� Triggered by 3 Bonus symbols, 
this feature begins with 3 re-spins and allows players to collect burning stars to Hold the Jackpot� Every time a new symbol appears 
on the reels, the number of re-spins resets to 3�  Collecting stars allows players to progress through Mini, Minor and Major Jackpots 

to finally hit the mesmerizing Grand Jackpot and win 2187x their stake�

Hold the Jackpot
Four in-game jackpots with prizes up to 2187x player’s bet
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Bonus Symbol 
Burning Star – the very theme of the game, a real star that’s blazing fire, but also igniting the 
Hold the Jackpot feature� Every time 3 of them land on the reels, players get to play the bonus 
round, and the more of them are collected while playing Hold the Jackpot, the bigger the Jackpot 
prize� It’s getting hot!

Wild Symbol 
Wilds substitute for any other symbol in the game, except for the Bonus symbol, to help players 
land a big win�
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Ultra Lite Mode 
Slow internet connection? No worries! Try our Ultra Lite 
Mode and enjoy an immersive gaming experience in great 
quality!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Feel the heat of the Burning Stars 3™ 
and stay cool to Hold the Jackpot!


